Guidelines for the manuscript of DAGENE Journal 2019

Members are kindly requested to submit their manuscript in appropriate form. So we can
reduce the editorial burden.
Our Journal is currently in black and white, so do not prepare manuscript for colour printing.
We draw the attention of the authors to the opportunity to refer their articles either in the
DAGR Journal or in other ones for more reputation.

The whole length of the manuscript should not exceed 6 pages. Formal requirements: A4,
Times New Roman, 12, single space, justified right and left margins (margins are generally of
2.5 cm with except of lower margin which is 2.0 cm only), and paragraphs are separated
without use of tabs, approximately 2500 words or 15000 characters. Cited authors’ names
are written with capital letters together with the year in the text. In case of two authors both of
the names should be referred in the text. In case of more than 2 authors “first author et al.”
should be written.
Colleagues, who will present posters in 2019, can select between two solutions: they either
prepare a 6 pages long manuscript (see above) or compress their work into a 1 page long
summary, edited as the abstract (see below), but containing 400 words or 2500 characters.

Title (Times New Roman, bold, 12, centralized)
(3 empty lines)
Authors names: Times New Roman, 12, FAMILY name (capital), (comma) Christian name
(lowercase), at the end of the name (superscript) the code of work place 1 (between the names
apply “dash” character –).
(1 empty line)
1
work place: Institute, Address (Zip code, City, Street, Number)
*
o

According to our new decision, the corresponding author and the speaker is here also marked
by an asterisk (as an upper case index twice: here and at the end of corresponding authors
name above) and a circle (as an upper case index twice: here and at the end of that authors
name who is the speaker of the presentation above), respectively.

(4 empty lines) + An English Abstract if the language is German or the Zusammenfassung (a
German language Abstract) if the Authors prefer it.
Abstract Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)

Carefully prepared, informative abstract, in one paragraph with fluent text. It should not
exceed 150 words or 1200 characters. It should state the problem, the experimental method,
the results and conclusions.
Times New Roman, 12
Key words:
(1 empty line) Now, the manuscript is improved with key words and Schlüsselwörter in case
of a German language abstract/Zusammenfassung. Please put three-four relevant professional
words.

(2 empty lines)
Introduction Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)
It is to outline the background and the history of the selected topic. The introduction should
contain the aim of the investigation.
Times New Roman, 12

(2 empty lines)
Material and methods Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)
In this section the experimental design, samples and animals used as well as analytical and
statistical methods are detailed. SI units must be used.
Times New Roman, 12

(2 empty lines)
Results and discussion Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)
It is to report the main findings. Tables should be comprehensive and simple, and arranged
without frames and vertical lines; horizontal lines are advised. Tables should be centred.
Before and after the tables leave one and two empty line/s, respectively. The same result must
not be presented in tables and graphs. Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic
numerals in order of appearance in the text. Table titles should be clear, and set above the
table with an empty line gap. References to tables in the text should be given as „Table 1”,
and so on. Legends can be added if it contributes to a better understanding.
Figures should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in order of appearance in the
text. Lettering should be large enough to be legible after reduction of the illustration. Heads of
the figures should also be clear, and put below the figure. Figures are referred to within the
text as „Figure 1”, and so on. Please, try to avoid colour Figures (images; the Journal is
printed in black and white).
The discussion should interpret the results step by step, and compare own ones with previous
literature data.
Times New Roman, 12

(2 empty lines)
Conclusion and recommendation Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)

This contains conclusions and shows possible implications of the achieved results. The
conclusions may be combined with own proposals.
Times New Roman, 12

(2 empty lines)
References Times New Roman, bold, 12
(1 empty line)
This is collected in alphabetical order, and should contain the obligatory bibliographical data.
After the list of authors (capital letters, with family names and initials), publication year (in
parentheses followed by double dot), the complete reference title needs to be named. Journal
names are abbreviated (according to http://library.caltech.edu/reference/abbreviations/), the
volume number, and the complete page numbers (first and last page) are listed.
Times New Roman, bold, 12

